For Immediate Release

Vienna Symphonic Library Presents Big Bang Orchestra: Black Eye at
Winter NAMM 2020
Vienna Symphonic Library releases second tutti orchestra expansion pack
Anaheim/Vienna, January 16, 2020 – At this year’s Winter NAMM show the Austrian company
presents their anthology of library and software products, focusing on a slate of products that
were released during the last two months, among them Big Bang Orchestra. Following Big
Bang Orchestra: Andromeda, the second tutti orchestra expansion pack, Big Bang
Orchestra: Black Eye, was released just in time for NAMM. The presentations are hosted by
Vienna Symphonic Library’s American distributor, ILIO, at booth #11910 in Hall A of the
Anaheim Convention Center.
Big Bang Orchestra: Black Eye
Big Bang Orchstra: Black Eye expands the series with ready-orchestrated phrases and FX for
modern effect-oriented composing, enabling users to create large-scale orchestrations from
scratch – effortlessly, quickly, and with a massive sound out-of-the box. BBO: Black Eye offers
all-new musical elements, such as hits, rips, runs, clusters, tension sustains, rhythms,
arpeggios, grace notes, echo effects and more, all played by a large 70-piece orchestra at
Synchron Stage Vienna. BBO: Black Eye is available at an introductory price of €75 (reg. €110)
through February 10, 2020.
From rhythmic textures to floating spheres
Hundreds of tension-charged clusters are available in several dynamic levels, short and long,
with and without marcato, and as short and long crescendos. Sustained textures are grouped in
several categories, some either slightly changing in pitch (microtuning) or gravitating slowly
toward the root note (or vice versa). Others don’t change in pitch, but in volume, with different
sections of the orchestra alternating their volume resulting in a sustained tone that’s constantly
changing its colors.

Vienna Symphonic Library releases Big Bang Orchestra: Black Eye

Dramatic Accents
A special effect for dramatic accents is provided by the “Graced” patch, in which the instruments
of the high register rip towards a target note, which is reinforced by the rest of the orchestra with
a powerful marcato-staccato. The “staccato-sordino sustains” provide a special spine-tingling
sensation – while the fortississimo staccato of brass and low strings rings out, a very soft high
note played by the muted strings remains, illustrating the dynamic range of the orchestra in a
split second. The Echoes and the Register Delay patches add even more variety to the category
of Hits.
What’s more, Big Bang Orchestra: Black Eye provides a wide range of “classic” orchestra hits
with all major, minor, open and diminished chords, octave grace notes, octave trills, a variety of
short rips as well as longer major and minor runs in breathtaking tempos, where especially the
instruments of the lowest register were deliberately pushed to their limits.

About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample library
developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual orchestral music
production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use. Vienna Instruments, the company’s
multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU, VST, and AAX Native, encompass an
exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles, from their flagship Symphonic Cube to special
instruments such as the Vienna Konzerthaus Organ, the Vienna Imperial grand piano, saxophones,
upright bass, and even distorted guitar. Acclaimed software products include Vienna Instruments Pro,
Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an
entirely new venture: Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that
accommodates orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations and
revolutionary approaches with traditional recording technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
Graphics, screenshots and photos of Big Bang Orchestra: Black Eye can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TteblixYLIetIz8eLxnlV3Ffs5_Ewypz
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